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h i g h l i g h t s

• A session search model is proposed inspired by Two-State Vector Formalism.
• Users’ quasi-current information need is captured by the model.
• Extensive experiments have shown its effectiveness.
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a b s t r a c t

Recently, a number of quantum theory (QT)-based information retrieval (IR) models have
been proposed for modeling session search task that users issue queries continuously in
order to describe their evolving information needs (IN). However, the standard formalism
of QT cannot provide a complete description for users’ current IN in a sense that it does
not take the ‘future’ information into consideration. Therefore, to seek a more proper and
complete representation for users’ IN, we construct a representation of quasi-current IN
inspired by an emerging Two-State Vector Formalism (TSVF). With the enlightenment of
the completeness of TSVF, a ‘‘two-state vector’’ derived from the ‘future’ (the current query)
and the ‘history’ (the previous query) is employed to describe users’ quasi-current IN in a
more complete way. Extensive experiments are conducted on the session tracks of TREC
2013 & 2014, and show that our model outperforms a series of compared IR models.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recently, quantum theory (QT), as an important formalism for modeling Information Retrieval (IR) tasks, has attracted
increasing attention. van Rijsbergen, in his seminal book [1], proposed for the first time to employ QT as a unified theoretical
formalism for modeling IR tasks. The book showed that major IR models (e.g., logical, probabilistic and vector) can be
subsumed by a single mathematical formalism in Hilbert vector space (which can be a complex space). In that book, some
notions in IR are translated into analogous notions in QT, such as mapping a document into a state vector, regarding
each document as a superposition of words, and replacing the cosine correlation between query and documents with
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inner product. Beyond that, QT can help address some problems for IR tasks [2–4]. Following the pioneering work, a
series of Quantum Theory-based IR (QIR) models were developed and motivated by quantum probability framework. A
representativewas Quantum LanguageModel (QLM) [5], whichwas presented tomodel term dependencies in IR and gained
good performance for ad-hoc retrieval tasks. However, QLM was solely targeted on single ad-hoc queries and limited its
further application on the dynamic search tasks, e.g., session search. To solve that issue, Li et al. [6] developed an adaptive
contextual QLM which utilized a density matrix transformation framework to capture the dynamic information (historical
queries and clicked documents) within users’ search sessions. Then a session-based QLM [7] was also put forward to divide
those interaction information into positive and negative feedback to model the evolution of users’ information needs (IN).
Later, with the inspiration of ‘‘quantum interference’’, the interactive information in a session was used to construct a
new superposed state of a document in the IN space [8]. All these models mainly focused on utilizing some concepts or
phenomena of QT to describe users’ IN. However, they ignore an important fact that the dynamic evolution of users’ IN in a
session search is supposed be a Markovian-like process from the perspective of QT.

Under the standard formalism of QT, the evolution of a quantum system is a Markovian-like process [9] in the sense that
the current quantum state of a system can be completely described by the result of the last measurement. In this paper, a
user’s IN is analogous to the quantum state, and a series of issued queries are considered as a series of measurement results.
Hence, if we use the standard formalism of QT to model the evolution of a user’s IN, it should also be a Markovian-like
process, in which the current quantum state is determined by the last query (also called the current query in this paper),
and is irrelevant with the earlier queries. Note that the above observation could only make sense in a QT framework. We do
not suppose that it is universally valid.

However, it is still argued that the standard QT cannot completely characterize a quantum state in a sense that it does
not take the information from the ‘future’ into consideration [10]. In short, the current query might be a proper description
for the state of users’ current IN, but it is not complete. Note that the ‘complete quantum description’ corresponds to the
completeness under Aharonov, Bergmann, and Lebowitz (ABL) principle mentioned in [9]. To seek a proper representation
for users’ IN, we construct a quasi-current IN, which contains more complete information than the real current IN, inspired
by an emerging Two-State Vector Formalism (TSVF).

Different from the standard formalismof QT, TSVF equips a time-symmetric formulation for QT,which the current system
is described by a two-state vector that contains a backward-evolving vector (named post-selected vector) defined by the
results of measurement performed on this system in future and a forward-evolving vector (named pre-selected vector).
Some evidences have pointed out that such a formalism can provide more complete information than standard QT [11–13].
For example, the result of ameasurement ofσx, σy, σz performedon a spin- 12 particle at a given time cannot be inferred under
the standard QT prescriptions due to the three non-commuting measurements. However, those results can be ascertained
with probability 1 under TSVF framework [14]. Currently, TSVF is mainly applied to make interpretations for some unusual
quantum phenomena [15,16], such as, Three-boxes paradox and Cheshire Cat. In this article, we apply TSVF to IR tasks for
the first time and further investigate how much necessary information we should use to represent the quasi-current IN for
QIR models.

According to TSVF, it is incomplete to model users’ current IN only by the current query (the query that is not retrieved
by search engine yet). To construct a more complete description, our quasi-current IN should be modeled by the historical
IN and the future IN. We choose the previous query to represent the historical IN since the earlier queries and interactions
in search session are actually deviated from the real IN in accordance with the quantum philosophy. Taking session 2 in
2013 Session Track as an example, the current query ‘‘where to buy scooters’’ tells us that users’ current information needs
are finding a place to buy scooters. And the previous query ‘‘scooter stores’’ expresses similar meanings. However, the third
last query is ‘‘scooter price’’ which is obviously another subtopic about scooter. If the current query and the previous query
are combined together to represent users’ current IN, the weight of these key words will be increased during retrieving the
relevant documents. If the third last query is added, some documents containing the word ‘price’ will be also retrieved and
further disturb user searching for right answers. Therefore, the current query and the previous query combined together
can provide a more proper and complete description for users’ current IN. Note that the amount of information in our work
is not a statistical or information-theoretical concept, but rather an empirical consideration about a description of the past
and future information needs of the user. To this end, we formalized a new target function for original QLM [5] inspired by
TSVF and obtained a reliable representation for current information needs as densitymatrices bymaximizing the formalized
target function. Due to the maximum likelihood estimation methods in QLM cannot ensure global convergence, we replace
the original training algorithm with DilutedRρR [17]. Extensive experiments are conducted on the session tracks of TREC
2013 and TREC 2014, which show that our model outperforms a series of compared IR models.

2. Related work

van Rijsbergen (2004) provided a mathematical framework based on quantum theory (QT) for the foundations of IR [1].
Using this framework, a document could be represented as a vector in Hilbert space, and the document’s relevance could
be described by a Hermitian operator. Except that all the usual QT notions, such as superposition state and observation, had
their IR-theoretic analogues, the standard QT can be applied to address problems in IR, such as pseudo-relevance feedback
and relevance feedback.
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